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Abstract

New silvicultural designs use unharvested forest strips to provide wind shelter in harvest cutblocks, and reduce windthrow of

remnant trees. In this study we attempted to quantify wind shelter in terms of tree sway. We investigated the relationship between

wind statistics and tree sway in two cutblocks in northern Alberta, Canada: a narrow cutblock (1.7 canopy heights in width,

Xc � 1.7 h), and a wide cutblock (Xc � 6.1 h). We focused on the case of winds oriented across the cutblock width. The

instantaneous across- and along-cutblock wind `forces' acting on an understory white spruce (Picea glauca) were considered as

proportional to u|u| and v|v| , where u and v are the across- and along-cutblock wind velocities at height z � 0.4 h. A simple mass±

spring±damper displacement model, calibrated to tree sway measurements, was used to diagnose the sway response of a

`characteristic'remnant spruce (damping coef®cient � � 0.11, natural frequency!n � 0.4 Hz). We determined that in the cutblocks

this characteristic tree: (i) had a small average angular displacement h�i relative to its maximum displacement �max; (ii) exhibited

`resonant sway,' where the interaction of tree dynamics and turbulence increased sway by 10±35% over that expected if

displacement was proportional to the instantaneous wind force; and (iii) had sway statistics which correlated well with the standard

deviation of wind force �u|u|. Modelled tree sway was used to infer the degree of windthrow protection in the sheltered cutblocks.

Our approach was to predict a threshold average wind velocity in the open (Uw, essentially a weather station windspeed) which

correlates with the occurrence of windthrow of remnant spruce in the cutblock. Our assumption was that an average velocity of

10 m sÿ1 causes windthrow of unprotected trees in the open. Larger windspeeds (Uw) are needed to cause windthrow in the

cutblocks. In the wide cutblock Uw varied from 13 m sÿ1 near the downwind forest edge to 25 m sÿ1 near the upwind edge. In

the narrow cutblock Uw varied from 19 m sÿ1 at the downwind edge to 30 m sÿ1 at the upwind edge. The most effective wind

shelter, as given by the highest Uw, was within three tree heights of the upwind forest. In designing harvest cutblocks to reduce

windthrow, we suggest that cutblocks not exceed three tree heights in width. # 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the aspen (Populus tremuloides) and white spruce

(Picea glauca) mixedwoods of Canada, foresters are

investigating aspen harvest techniques that preserve

the commercially and ecologically valuable spruce

understory. An obstacle to this `two-stage' harvest

is the susceptibility of the remnant spruce to wind-

throw (uprooting) after aspen removal. One approach

to this problem, discussed in the preceding paper

(Flesch and Wilson, 1999), is a shelterwood harvest

system. In a shelterwood design (Fig. 1) the aspen is
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harvested in a series of narrow cutblocks that are

separated by unharvested forest strips (shelterwood).

The forest strips provide a degree of wind shelter for

the remnant spruce.

Flesch and Wilson (1999) described the wind sta-

tistics in two shelterwood cutblocks when the wind

was oriented across the cutblocks' width. In the cut-

block immediately downwind of the forest edge was a

quiet zone, where the average across-cutblock wind

velocity (U) and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)

were reduced relative to the levels found in a nearby

large reference clearing. This `quiet' zone was con-

centrated within three forest canopy heights (h) of the

upwind forest edge (at the measurement height of

z � 0.4 h). Further downwind was a `wake' zone,

where the TKE was at, or slightly above, the level

in the reference clearing.

Although these observations con®rm the existence

of wind shelter within cutblocks, the extent and effec-

tiveness of this shelter in terms of windthrow reduc-

tion are inde®nite without consideration of the nature

of the vulnerable trees themselves. Because the strain

on the tree/soil complex results from the interaction of

wind forces and tree mechanical properties (as well as

soil properties), we cannot assume that wind statistics

alone fully determine tree behaviour, and therefore

windthrow occurrence. The work of Holbo et al.

(1980), Mayer (1987), Gardiner (1994), and others

has shown that trees behave as vibrating systems. In

the terminology of systems theory, trees can act as

ampli®ers, with wind energy near their natural fre-

quency(s) (!n) preferentially transferred into tree

sway and strain on the tree/soil complex, and as

low-pass ®lters, with high frequency wind energy

adding little to the strain. If the turbulent wind force

¯uctuates at frequencies near !n, windthrow may

occur at wind forces below the critical static load

required to uproot a tree (Oliver and Mayhead, 1974;

Blackburn et al., 1988). Understanding tree response

therefore requires consideration of not only simple

wind statistics, such as average and standard deviation

of the wind, but also of the frequency characteristics of

turbulence and dynamical characteristics of the tree.

In this study we attempt to quantify cutblock wind

shelter in terms of the magnitude of tree sway. Our

assumption is that greater sway means greater strain

on the tree/soil complex, and a greater likelihood of

windthrow. Our analysis is based on a set of tree sway

measurements, from which we formulated a simple

mathematical model of tree displacement for a `char-

acteristic' remnant spruce. This model is combined

with observations of wind velocity in harvest cut-

blocks to diagnose spatial variation in tree sway.

Our analysis relies on spectral methods, similar to

those employed by Holbo et al. (1980) and Mayer

(1987). We consider only the case where the ambient

wind direction was across the width of the cutblocks.

2. Field measurements

2.1. Study site

Field measurements were made at the site of silvi-

cultural trials at Hotchkiss River, near Manning,

Alberta, Canada. The area is classi®ed as boreal

mixedwoods, having a predominantly aspen overstory

of 20±25 m in height, with a signi®cant white spruce

understory averaging 10 m in height. The site is on a

gently rolling landscape. During the initial harvest,

aspen and mature spruce were removed from long

rectangular cutblocks. These varied in length from

approximately 500 to 1000 m, and ranged in width

from approximately 40 to 150 m. The cutblocks were

oriented perpendicular to the direction of the expected

maximum winds (westerly). Remnant spruce density

in the cutblocks varied according to the density of the

original understory. The forest canopy height (h) was

23 m.

Two cutblocks were studied: a wide cutblock with

width Xc � 140 m (Xc/h � 6.1) and a length of 500 m,

Fig. 1. Idealised view of a shelterwood harvest system. Cutblocks

are created by selectively harvesting the mature aspen overstory,

leaving the spruce understory intact. Forest strips (shelterwood)

separate the cutblocks, providing wind shelter.
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and a narrow cutblock with Xc � 40 m (Xc/h � 1.7)

and length of 700 m. These cutblocks were each one of

a periodic series, separated by forest strips of roughly

the same width as the cutblocks (the layout of these

cutblocks are illustrated in Fig. 2(a, b) in Flesch and

Wilson, 1999). We de®ned x as the across-cutblock

coordinate (very nearly east±west), y as the along-

cutblock coordinate (we expect ¯ow properties to be

roughly independent of y when winds were westerly),

and z as the vertical coordinate. The coordinate x was

set to zero at the upwind (west) edge of the instru-

mented cutblocks.

2.2. Wind measurements

Wind velocity time series were measured using

three-dimensional propeller anemometers (R.M.

Young, Gill UVW anemometer). Anemometers were

placed at a height z � 9 m (z/h � 0.4) in transects

across the two study cutblocks (the wide cutblock

in 1994 and 1995, and the wide cutblock in 1996 and

1997). Measurements were made at ®ve locations

across the wide cutblock (at x/h � ÿ0.8, 1.0, 3.2,

5.4, and 7.2), and ®ve locations across the narrow

cutblock (at X/h � ÿ1.2, 0.2, 0.7, 1.1, and 1.5). We

selected sites where the residual spruce density was

low, and cut down the few trees that might have

created wind anomalies along the transect. Measure-

ments were made during periods of strong winds

directly across the cutblock (along the x direction,

� 30 deg). The sampling periods lasted either 15 min

(wide cutblock) or 30 min (narrow cutblock), with a

sampling frequency of 5 Hz. At each location there

were either ®ve or six observation periods (excepting

observations at x/h � ÿ1.2 and 0.7 in the narrow

cutblock, where only two periods were used). The

measurement periods are listed in Table 1. We used u,

v, w to denote the instantaneous across-cutblock velo-

city (x direction), along-cutblock velocity (y direc-

tion), and the vertical velocity, respectively.

During our experiment, average wind speed (Sclr)

and direction were measured in a large `reference'

clearing 5 km from the study cutblocks. A cup anem-

ometer (Met-One, model 013A) and wind vane were

placed at z � 9 m approximately 20 h downwind from

the forest edge (for the wind direction studied here).

The clearing extended a further 20 h downwind of the

tower. Throughout this work we will use Sclr as a

velocity scale to normalise our in-cutblock data, to

permit an assessment of the windiness of the cutblock

relative to an essentially open region. We will also use

Sclr and wind direction to derive a reference velocity in

Table 1

Measurement periods used in the study

No. Cutblock

width

Date Time Sclr

(m s ÿ1)

Wind direction

(0 is across the

cutblock)

Gill

UVW

locations

Tree sway

measurement

locations

W-1 6.1 h 27 Oct. 1994 1345±1400 6.41 3 deg x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-2 6.1 h 28 Oct. 1994 1015±1030 4.85 4 deg x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-3 6.1 h 28 Oct. 1994 1145±1200 4.97 16 deg x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-4 6.1 h 28 Oct. 1994 1200±1215 5.86 25 deg x/h � 0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-5 6.1 h 4 Nov. 1994 1100±1115 6.21 3 deg x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-6 6.1 h 18 Nov. 1994 1615±1630 5.21 16 deg x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4 x/h � 3.1, 3.3

W-7 6.1 h 26 Oct. 1995 1145±1200 3.69 10 deg x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2 x/h � 3.0, 3.2

W-8 6.1 h 26 Oct. 1995 1200±1215 3.70 24 deg x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2 x/h � 3.0, 3.2

W-9 6.1 h 26 Oct. 1995 1545±1600 4.21 ÿ7 deg x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2 x/h � 3.0, 3.2

W-10 6.1 h 26 Oct. 1995 1615±1630 3.47 ÿ14 deg x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2 x/h � 3.0, 3.2

W-12 6.1 h 26 Oct. 1995 1730±1745 4.39 ÿ15 deg x/h � ÿ0.8 , 3.2, 7.2 x/h � 3.0, 3.2

N-1 1.7 h 7 Oct. 1996 1100±1130 4.71 4 deg x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5 x/h � 0.2, 1.5

N-2 1.7 h 11 Oct. 1996 900±930 7.50 ÿ13 deg x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5 x/h � 0.2, 1.5

N-3 1.7 h 11 Oct. 1996 1000±1030 7.06 ÿ10 deg x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5 x/h � 0.2, 1.5

N-4 1.7 h 11 Oct. 1996 1200±1230 6.89 ÿ3 deg x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5 x/h � 0.2, 1.5

N-5 1.7 h 11 Oct. 1996 1400±1430 7.82 0 deg x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5 x/h � 0.2, 1.5

N-6 1.7 h 26 Sep. 1997 1300±1330 4.94 ÿ26 deg x/h � ÿ1.2, 0.7 No measurement

N-7 1.7 h 26 Sep. 1997 1330±1400 4.94 ÿ26 deg x/h � ÿ1.2, 0.7 No measurement
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the across-cutblock direction (Uclr). In November

1995 we placed a 3-D propeller anemometer in the

reference clearing to record turbulence characteristics.

2.3. Tree sway measurements

The sway of selected remnant white spruce trees

was measured concurrently with 16 wind measure-

ment periods (Table 1). Bi-axial tilt sensors (Moun-

tain Watch, Calgary, AB), mounted on the stems at

z � 3 m, gave angular displacements in the x and y

directions (�x, �y). These were sampled at a frequency

of 5 Hz, for durations of either 15 or 30 min. Two trees

were measured during each observation period, with

six trees measured in total: four near the centre of the

wide cutblock, and one each at the upwind and down-

wind edge of the narrow cutblock (at x/h � 0.2 and

1.5). These trees were selected because they: (1) had a

height near 15 m; (2) were isolated from other trees;

and (3) were co-located (x-wise) with an anemometer.

Selected trees were 30±60 m away from the anemo-

meter transect lines. The height and diameter at breast

height of the six measured trees are given in Table 2.

3. Modelling tree motion

We adopted a mechanical model of tree motion to

relate winds to tree sway, but this was not absolutely

necessary. A spectral approach can be used without

employing a mechanical model, as discussed by

Mayer (1987), by relying on a measured spectral

transfer function to relate sway to the wind force

spectrum.1 This has the advantage of simplicity, and

avoids characterising a tree mechanically. However,

we believe that a mechanical model of tree sway

provides a useful framework for analysis, allowing

for more con®dent extrapolation of our results, and

giving greater insight into tree behaviour. We mod-

elled tree sway in the x and y direction separately using

the x- and y-components of the wind force. In the

following discussion, we demonstrate our analysis for

the x direction only, although there was a completely

analogous treatment of y motion.

3.1. Mass±spring±damper tree model

Trees respond to variable forcing with an oscillating

motion. A mass±spring±damper model was taken as

the simplest means of describing this behaviour. In our

conceptual model (Fig. 2), the tree stem is a rigid rod

which responds to the wind with an angular displace-

Table 2

Properties of the six white spruce trees examined during this study. Values in brackets are sample standard deviations

Tree no. Tree height:

zt (m)

Stem diameter:

dbha (m)

Effective stiffness:

K/C0 (m2 sÿ2 degÿ1)

Damping coeff.: � Natural freq.:

!n (Hz)

1 12.1 0.19 x: 28.5 (2.8) x: 0.083 (0.015) x: 0.49 (0.03)

y: 25.7 (3.2) y: 0.089 (0.021) y: 0.48 (0.01)

2 12.8 0.19 x: 106.6 (13.4) x: 0.095 (0.019) x: 0.49 (0.02)

y: 63.6 (9.9) y: 0.095 (0.018) y: 0.45 (0.04)

3 13.1 0.22 x: 7.9 (1.3) x: 0165 (0.032) x: 0.30 (0.01)

y: 14.0 (3.4) y: 0.159 (0.020) y: 0.33 (0.02)

4 14.6 0.30 x: 162.1 (26.0) x: 0.108 (0.042) x: 0.37 (0.01)

y: 169.5 (43.9) y: 0.140 (0.026) y: 0.38 (0.01)

5 12.7 0.17 x: 24.5 (5.1) x: 0.092 (0.012) x: 0.43 (0.01)

y: 13.5 (1.9) y: 0.052 (0.004) y: 0.44 (0.00)

6 17.2 0.19 x: 76.7 (6.1) x: 0.153 (0.020) x: 0.34 (0.01)

y: Ð- Ð- y: Ð- Ð- y: Ð- Ð-

Ave. 63.0 (56.6) 0.112 (0.035) 0.41 (0.06)

Displacement properties are presented in both x and y directions. The y motion of tree 6 was not properly recorded.
*Diameter at Breast Height.

1Wind `force' may be defined in different ways: as u at some

point in the canopy (e.g. Gardiner, 1994); as the product of u and w

above the canopy (e.g. Holbo et al., 1980); or as the height integral

of the product of ujuj, foliage area, and a drag coefficient (Flesch

and Grant, 1991).
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ment of the stem. Flexibility occurs via a rotary spring

attachment to the soil, which is damped by a rotary

dashpot. The tree has a mass m which is uniformly

distributed over a height zt.

Displacement in the x direction (�x), due to a

distributed wind moment (Wx), is described by the

following equation of motion:

(1)

where k is a spring constant (N m degÿ1), c is a

damping constant (N s m degÿ1), and g is the gravita-

tional acceleration. Terms al, a2, a3, and a4 are the

moments of inertia, damping, spring, and displaced

mass, respectively. The wind moment Wx (N m)

should properly be speci®ed as the height integral

of height multiplied by the wind force (see Eq. (6)).

Assuming small displacements (sin� � �), we de®ned

M � m zt
2/3 and K � kÿmgzt/2, so that Eq. (1)

becomes:

M
d2�x

dt2
� c

d�x

dt
� K�x � Wx�t� (2)

If we specify Wx � Kfx (where fx is a non-dimensional

wind force), and divide Eq. (2) by M, we get the

classic equation of motion for a mass±spring±damper

system:

d2�x

dt2
� 2�!n

d�x

dt
� !2

n�x � !2
n fx�t�; (3)

where � is a non-dimensional damping coef®cient

(� � c/2 M !n), and !n is the natural frequency of

the tree (!n
2 � K/M). If the model tree is displaced and

released, it oscillates at a frequency near !n, while �
determines how quickly (in terms of a timescale c/M)

the oscillations decay.

If the non-dimensional wind force is a simple cosine

wave of frequency !, where fx � ��=K� cos!t, the

solution to Eq. (3) is (see Meirovitch, 1986)

�x�t� � �

K
jG�!�jcos�!t ÿ
�!��; (4)

with

jG�!�j �
��������������������������������������������������������

1

1ÿ �!=!n�2
� �2

� 2�!=!n� �2

vuut ;


�!� � tanÿ1 2�!=!n

1ÿ �!=!n�2
 !

: (5)

The tree response is therefore a cosine wave with the

same frequency as the wind force: the displacement

amplitude is given by the transfer function jGj; and the

displacement lags the input force by a phase lag 
.

Examples of jGj and 
 are given in Fig. 3.

While the actual wind force Wx acting on a tree will

not be a simple cosine wave, the solution expressed as

Fig. 2. Conceptual model of tree. Stem is a rigid rod with mass m,

attached to the ground via a rotary spring having a spring constant

k. Angular displacement (�) is damped with a rotary damper having

a damping constant c.

Fig. 3. Transfer functions jGj and ' plotted vs. normalised

frequency (!=!n). These are for an ideal mass±spring±damper

system.
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Eq. (4) generalises to more complex cases. Since the

mass±spring±damper model is linear, we can invoke

superposition to determine the response to compli-

cated forcing. If Wx is expressed as a Fourier series,

then the total response of the tree is given by the sum

of individual responses to each frequency component

of Wx. At each frequency, Eqs. (4) and (5) describe

that mode of displacement.

3.2. Estimating the wind moment

The wind moment Wx acting on a tree should be

written as the height integral of the product of the drag

coef®cient (Cd), the tree frontal area density (A,

m2 mÿ1), and the relative wind velocity at the tree

location �uÿ z d�=dt�:

Wx�t��1

2
�

Zzt

0

CD�z�A�z� uÿz
d�

dt

� �
uÿz

d�

dt

� ����� ����� �
z dz;

(6)

where � is air density. Application of this rigorous

formulation requires height pro®les of A, Cd, and U:

comprehensive information that is rarely available,

and was not available for this study. Instead, we

assumed that Wx can be parameterised as proportional

to ujuj at a single reference location, here chosen as a

point at our wind measurement height z � 9 m, and at

the same x location as the tree in question (ujujx;z�9 m).

We also assumed that u�z� � zd�=dt, thus

Wx�x; t�� C0�ujuj�x;z�9 m; or fx�x; t� � C0

K
�uju�x;z�9 m

(7)

where C0 (kg) is an aggregate drag constant,

C0�1

2
�

Zzt

0

Cd�z�A�z�u�x; z�ju�x; z�jz dz

1A0@ ,
�ujuj�x;z�9 m:

(8)

The value of C0 will vary from tree to tree due to

differences in zt and A. It would also change if one

were to choose an alternative reference height for the

wind velocity input.2 The ratio C0/K, which we later

de®ne as the reciprocal of tree `stiffness,' is in essence

a proportionality constant which relates ujuj to tree

displacement. Hereafter, ujuj will refer to velocity

measurements taken at z � 9 m and at a speci®c x

location, and we drop the subscript (x, z � 9 m).

Our analysis of tree motion relied on expressing the

wind force as a Fourier series. A discrete time series of

ujuj, providing N observations over time T (with a

sampling interval �t), was written as a ®nite Fourier

series (Chat®eld, 1984):

ujuj�t� � hujuji �
X�N=2�ÿ1

p�1

Rujuj�p!0�cos�2�p!0t

 

� 'ujuj�p!0�
!
� aN=2cos��t=�t�; (9)

where !0 � 1/T, Rujuj�p!0� and 'ujuj�p!0� are the

amplitude and phase of the pth harmonic, and hu|u|i
is the time average of ujuj. The coef®cient aN/2,

de®ned as ��ÿ1�t=�t
ujuj�t�=N, is usually small and

was thus neglected. We de®ned the power spectrum

Sujuj as

Sujuj�p!0� � R2
ujuj�p!0�=�2!0�; (10)

so that

�2
ujuj �

X�N=2�ÿ1

p�1

Sujuj�p!0�!0 (11)

Power spectra were obtained by standard Fourier

analysis, and smoothed using a simple moving

average. At each location we created an ensemble-

averaged spectrum from the ®ve or six observed

ujuj spectra, making the transform to wavenumber

� � !/Sclr. The basis for using this transform is the

belief that turbulent eddies in the forest environ-

ment have invariant spatial dimensions (which

scale on h). While increasing wind speeds advect

these eddies more rapidly, therefore shifting Sujuj
toward higher frequencies, a power spectral density

de®ned in terms of wavenumber, Sujuj���, remains

invariant.3

2C0 will also vary with time for a single tree: Cd and A are likely

to be velocity-dependent (Thom, 1971), and the shape of the

instantaneous velocity profile may also exhibit variability.

3In fact it was not clear whether Sujuj showed smaller sampling

variation when plotted versus � or !. The range of Sclr in our

experiment was relatively small, so the superiority of scaling with

respect to � may not have been apparent.
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3.3. Estimating �, !n and K/C0

A determination of �, !n, and an equivalent stiffness

(K/C0) is necessary to apply the mass±spring±damper

model. This was done by reconciling the model trans-

fer function jGj with the measured power spectra of

tree displacement (S�x) and wind force (Sujuj). In our

mass±spring±damper model, S�x and Sujuj are related

by the simple algebraic expression,

S�x�!� � C0

K

� �2

jG�!�j2Sujuj�!�; (12)

where jG�!�j is given by Eq. (5). We can calculate a

`measured' transfer function by rearranging Eq. (12),

jG�!�jmeas: �
K

C0

������������������������������
S�x�!�=Sujuj�!�

q
: (13)

If the mass±spring±damper model was accurate,

and ujuj was the exact wind force acting on the

tree, then jG�!�jmeas: should exactly equal jG�!�j,
so that

�C0=K�2

1ÿ �!=!n�2
� �2

� 2�!=!n� �2
� S�x�!�=Sujuj�!�

(14)

One could then solve for K/C0, � and !n. Since our

observations of tree sway were made at a different y

location than were our observations of the wind, and

because S�x and Sujuj were `noisy,' the function S�x and

Sujuj was not smooth. Values of K/C0 � and !n were

found by iteration, minimizing the error between the

(modelled) left hand side of Eq. (14), and the (mea-

sured) right hand side. This ®tting exercise was con-

®ned to ! < 0.6 Hz, due to the inaccuracy of the mass

spring±damper model at higher frequencies (as dis-

cussed below).

3.4. Predicting tree sway

With values of �, !n and K/C established, the mass±

spring±damper model allows prediction of �x from a

time series of ujuj. Our approach was to predict the

variance of sway angle, and the maximum sway angle,

for our characteristic tree during a `characteristic'

15 min time period (de®ned by the ensemble average

Sujuj=�2
ujuj). The variance of �x (with N observations

over time T), is given by:

�2
�x

C0=K2
�

X�N=2�ÿ1

p�1

jG�p!0�j2Sujuj�p!0�!0; (15)

where !0 � 1/T. A discrete �x time series is implied by

the Su|u| and 'u|u| spectra:

�x�t�
C0=K

� ujujh i �
X�N=2�ÿ1

p�1

jG�p!0�j
���������������������������
2!0Sujuj�p!0�

q
� cos 2�p!0t � 'ujuj�p!0� ÿ
�p!0�

ÿ �
: (16)

Eq. (16) allows us to predict a maximum displacement

(�xmax) from a u|u| time series. Eqs. (15) and (16), and

their equivalents in the y direction, were employed at

three locations in the narrow cutblock, ®ve locations

across the wide cutblock, and in the reference clearing.

The steps used to make sway predictions were as

follows.

1. Select an average wind velocity Uclr in the

reference clearing (Sclr ' Uclr). We considered

the case of winds oriented directly across the

cutblock (V � 0, hv|v|i � 0).

2. Assign hu|u|i, �u|u|, and �v|v| values at each location

based on our observations of the value of hu|u|i/
Uclr

2, �u|u|/Uclr
2, and �v|v|/Uclr

2.

3. Convert the ensemble-average wavenumber-based

Sujuj�K�=�2
ujuj and Svjvj�K�=�2

vjvj at each location to

the frequency based Su|u|(!) and Sv|v|(!).

4. Calculate ��x using Eq. (15), then create ��y. The

total displacement variance is defined as:

�2
� � �2

�x
� �2

�y
: (17)

5. Calculate 15 min time series of �x using Eq. (16),

from which �xmax is determined (five or six time

series of �x were created for each location, using

the ensemble-average Su|u| combined with the five

or six observed 'u|u| spectra, from which an aver-

age �xmax was calculated). A simultaneous �y time

series was created from the v|v| spectra. The max-

imum displacement is calculated as:

�max � maximum
�������������������������
�2

x�t� � �2
y�t�

q
: (18)

3.5. Accuracy of the tree model

How well does a simple mass±spring±damper

model describe tree sway? Reasonably well, based
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on the agreement between the model transfer function

|G| (Eq. (5)) and the measured transfer function |G|meas

(Eq. (13)). Fig. 4(a) illustrates this agreement for one

tree during one of our 15 min measurement periods.

The result was typical, with |G|meas closely resembling

|G| for ! � 0.6 Hz. The sharp peak in |G|meas near

! � 0.5 Hz corresponds to the natural frequency of the

tree (!n). A more stringent test of model ®delity is the

comparison of modelled sway angle �x(t) (from,

Eq. (16)) with an actual displacement time series.

Fig. 4(c,d) shows such a comparison. The two series

should not be identical. The wind observations were

made more than 30 m from the actual tree, so that u|u|

should correspond to the actual forcing on the tree

only in a statistical sense (rather than a deterministic

sense). We considered that there was tolerable agree-

ment between the actual and reconstructed sway,

as re¯ected in agreement between the actual and

modelled probability density function (PDF) for �x

(Fig. 4(b)).

While the tree illustrated in Fig. 4 exhibited mass±

spring±damper behaviour at low frequencies, this was

not the case for ! > 0.6 Hz. The poor ®delity of our

model at high frequencies was partially the result of

the tree being a continuous system (as opposed to our

single degree-of-freedom model), possessing many

vibrating modes and a corresponding number of nat-

ural frequencies above the fundamental natural fre-

quency. Vibrations at these higher natural frequencies

would appear as secondary peaks in |G|. Our observa-

tions showed a consistent secondary peak in |G| at two

or three times the fundamental peak. Another con-

tribution to the poor high frequency performance of

our too simple model may be the shaking branches of

the trees, which transmit high frequency motion to the

stem.

Given our focus on windthrow, we believe that a

mass±spring±damper model is a good choice to

describe tree sway, despite its inaccuracy at high

frequencies. The model gives an accurate description

of stem motion (at a single point) for frequencies up to,

and including the fundamental natural frequency. All

indications are that tree sway in the fundamental mode

is the predominant form of motion, and is responsible

for windthrow. For instance, Wood (1995) analysed a

composite Sitka spruce tree and found that vibration in

the fundamental mode resulted in maximum stress at

the ground (consistent with uprooting), while the

second mode vibration resulted in a maximum stress

at 80% of the tree height, and is therefore unlikely to

explain uprooting.

4. Wind forces in the cutblocks4

4.1. Average of wind force

The average alongwind wind `force' (hu|u|i) in the

cutblocks was signi®cantly reduced relative to con-

comitant values in the nearby large reference clearing

(Fig. 5). In the cutblocks, hu|u|iwas never greater than

25% of the corresponding value in the reference

clearing (for winds oriented across the cutblock).

The average displacement of our characteristic rem-

nant spruce in the cutblocks would therefore be less

Fig. 4. Comparison of actual and modelled tree displacement (x

direction) during a 15 min observation period: (a) the normalised

transfer function |G|(K/C0) plotted vs. frequency !; (b) the

probability density function (PDF) of the fluctuating displacement

(�x ÿ h�xi); (c) the actual displacement time series; and (d) the

displacement time series from the mass±spring±damper model in

response to the measured u|u| forcing.

4Our measurements of u|u| were subject to errors due to the poor

high frequency response of the propeller anemometers. These

errors, and our correction to the u|u| time series, are discussed in the

Appendix A.
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than 25% of that in the clearing (since h�xi / hu|u|i). In

terms of average tree displacement, the cutblocks

provided very effective shelter.

The pattern of hu|u|i across the cutblocks was as

expected, given the velocity statistics described in the

®rst paper of this series (Flesch and Wilson, 1999),

noting that ujujh i � u2

 � � U2 � �2

u. Upwind of the

wide cutblock (x/h � ÿ0.8), hu|u|iwas only 2% of that

in the reference clearing. Its value increased steadily

with x across the cutblock, reaching 25% of the

clearing value at x/h � 5.4, before rapidly decreasing

into the downwind forest. In the narrow cutblock,

hu|u|i remained at only 3±5% of the clearing values.

Interestingly, we observed an initial decrease in hu|u|i
with in the narrow cutblock, so that the minimum

hu|u|i lay at x/h � 1.1.

4.2. Turbulent wind force

Fig. 5 also shows the (normalised) standard devia-

tion �u|u| of the wind force across the cutblocks. An

increase in �u|u| would indicate an increase in the peak

wind force, and correlate with increased tree sway.

Compared with the reference clearing, �u|u| in the

cutblocks was reduced, but not by so large a factor

as was hu|u|i. In the forest upwind of our cutblock

(x/h � ÿ0.8), �u|u| was only 4% of the clearing value.

Its value increased to 50% at x/h � ÿ5.4 in the wider

cutblock, before falling rapidly in the downwind

forest. In the narrow cutblock �u|u| remained at low

levels, ranging from 8 to 16% of the clearing values.

The pattern of �u|u| differed from that of �u, which was

described in Flesch and Wilson (1999). While �u in the

cutblock reached or exceeded its value in the reference

clearing, �u|u| remained well below its clearing value

(because the average velocity U, a component of �u|u|,

remained well below its clearing value). The across-

wind force ¯uctuations (�v|v|) exhibited a pattern

similar to �u|u|. In the wide cutblock �v|v| was approxi-

mately 60% of �u|u|. In the narrow cutblock, the

magnitudes of �u|u| and �v|v| were nearly equal.

4.3. Power spectra

Our observations showed that the sheltered cut-

blocks provided an environment where wind forces

were reduced compared with large clearings. How-

ever, the frequency characteristics of the turbulent

wind force are also important in determining the

effectiveness of wind shelter at reducing tree sway.

Fig. 6 shows ensemble-averaged power spectra of the

wind force (Su|u|/�
2

u|u|) at different cutblock locations.

These normalised spectra do not re¯ect differences in

the magnitude of u|u| ¯uctuation between locations,

only differences in the relative wavenumber contribu-

tions (e.g. because �2
ujuj in the clearing was 600 times

greater that in the forest, Su|u| in the clearing greatly

exceeded that in the forest at all wavenumbers). The

Su|u|/�
2

u|u| had a shape as expected, with the greatest

`power' at the lowest wavenumbers.

The higher frequency range is of most interest when

considering tree sway. Trees will respond preferen-

tially to u|u| in the frequency range near !n, and

literature values of !n generally exceed 0.1 Hz. The

inset of Fig. 6 focuses on Su|u|/�
2

u|u| from � � 0.02 to

0.05 mÿ1 (this corresponds to ! � 0.2±0.5 Hz when

Sclr � 10 m sÿ1). Two trends were evident in this

wavenumber region. First, the high wavenumber con-

tributions to u|u| were larger in the narrow cutblock

Fig. 5. The average across-cutblock wind force <u|u|> and

standard deviation �u|u|, scaled on the average velocity in the

reference clearing (Uclr), plotted vs. x across the wide cutblock

(top) and the narrow cutblock (bottom). The average wind direction

was across the cutblock (along x direction, � 30 deg). The `error

bars' surrounding each observation are � one standard deviation.

Values of normalised <u|u|> and �u|u| in the reference clearing are

shown by the level dashed line.
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than in the wide cutblock, which were in turn larger

than in the clearing. Second, within each cutblock

there was an increase in the high wavenumber con-

tribution with increasing downwind distance x. We can

therefore speculate that the `effectiveness' of the wind

in generating tree sway varies with cutblock location.

The wind effectiveness would be lowest in the clear-

ing, and highest in the narrow cutblock. So while the

sheltered cutblock provided an environment of

reduced hu|u|i and �u|u|, this was accompanied by

an increase in the effectiveness of the wind at creating

tree sway (we show later, however, that the differences

in wind `effectiveness' did not signi®cantly change the

fact that sway at all locations was well correlated with

�u|u|).

5. Modelled tree sway

5.1. `Characteristic' remnant spruce

The effective stiffness (K/C0), natural frequency

(!n) and damping coef®cient (�) of the six remnant

spruce examined in our study are shown in Table 2.

The average K/C0 was 63 m2 sÿ2 degÿ1, with a stan-

dard deviation of almost the same magnitude. This

high variability was expected, given the high varia-

bility in tree features which affect K and C0: differ-

ences in tree height, stem diameter, soil strength, and

root patterns all affect the stiffness K; and differences

in tree height and foliage amount and distribution

affect the effective drag coef®cient (C0). There was

considerably less variation in � and !n. Among the six

trees, � averaged 0.11, with a standard deviation of

0.04. The average !n was 0.41 Hz, with a standard

deviation of 0.06 Hz.

While we observed directional differences in these

characteristics for each tree, they were not consistent

(e.g. some trees were stiffer in the x direction, others in

the y direction). When we compare these values of �
and !n with values found in other studies of similar

trees (Table 3), we conclude that our `characteristic'

remnant spruce had a !n within the expected range,

although it was more heavily damped than expected.

5.2. Sway characteristics

Using the mass±spring±damper model, we pre-

dicted remnant tree sway over a `characteristic'

15 min period (de®ned by the ensemble average

Sujuj=�2
ujuj and Svjvj=�2

vjvj) for the case of winds oriented

Fig. 6. Ensemble-averaged power spectra of the across-cutblock

wind force (Su|u|), scaled on the variance of u|u| (�2
u|u|), and plotted

vs. wavenumber �(� !/Sclr). Different lines represent spectra at

different locations in the wide and narrow cutblocks. Inset is the

geometric fit to the spectra in the � range corresponding to the tree

natural frequency.

Table 3

The natural frequency (!n) and damping coefficient (�) of trees reported in the literature

Tree-type zt (m) dbh (m) !n (Hz) � Reference

White spruce 12±17 0.17±0.30 0.30±0.49 0.05±0.17 This study

Sitka spruce 13±14 0.14±0.21 0.01±0.05 Blackburn et al. (1988)

Sitka spruce 13±15 0.11±0.18 0.26±0.40 0.06±0.07 Milne (1991)

Sitka spruce 10±14 0.10±0.18 0.39±0.47 0.04±0.08 Gardiner (1995)

These trees had a similar height (zt) and stem diameter (dbh: diameter at breast height) as our study trees.
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across the cutblock. Our characteristics tree was

de®ned to have � � 0.11 and !n � 0.4 in both the x

and y directions. Since our interest was in the spatial

variation of the sway of a single reference tree, not

absolute displacements, we did not de®ne a character-

istic stiffness K/C0. Hereafter, we report displace-

ments scaled on C0/K (the units of the scaled � are

m2 sÿ2). We emphasise that the following results are

predictions (not measurements) of tree sway, founded

on the measured wind plus the (now calibrated) tree

model. Actual tree displacements were used only in

the development of the tree model. Although we have

shown model skill at replicating actual tree displace-

ments, an uncertainty follows from the use of a model.

Fig. 7 shows our predictions of tree sway, in the

form of the normalised standard deviation of displace-

ment ��/Uclr
2, and normalised maximum displacement

�max/Uclr
2 (recall that the factor C0/K has been

absorbed in �). Two features are evident: the effect

of increasing ambient wind velocity on sway, and the

change in sway magnitude with location. Our predic-

tions show that increasing ambient wind velocity

increases the sway more than the corresponding

increase in wind forces. On average ��/Uclr
2 was about

10% higher when Uclr was 15 m sÿ1 compared with

5 m sÿ1, and �max/Uclr
2 was about 15% higher (these

ratios would remain unchanged if sway were purely

proportional to wind force). This sway `ampli®cation'

is attributed to an increase in wind `power' at fre-

quencies near !n ± an increase in Uclr shifts Su|u|

toward higher frequencies. This was a consequence

of our assumption that Su|u|/�u|u|
2 and Sv|v|/�v|v|

2 were

invariant when plotted with wavenumber �, and there-

fore this result should not be taken as an independent

observation. As the sensitivity of tree sway to Uclr was

predicted to be roughly the same at all locations, the

relative sway in the cutblocks (i.e. sway relative to an

identical tree in the clearing) was insensitive to Uclr.

We therefore predict that the shelter effectiveness

(given by relative sway) will not change with changing

ambient windspeed.

The most distinctive feature in Fig. 7 is the increase

in both �� and �max with increasing x across the

cutblocks. In the forest immediately upwind of our

wide cutblock, we calculated that �� would be 6% of

the corresponding value for that tree if located in the

clearing (with no inter-tree contact), implying excel-

lent wind shelter. By x/h � 5.4, �� had reached

approximately 60% of its value in the reference clear-

ing. The value of �� then fell rapidly in the downwind

forest. The pattern of maximum displacement was

slightly different. The �max varied from 10% of its

clearing value in the upwind forest, to 57% at

x/h � 3.2; however, there appeared to be a plateau

between x/h � 3.2 and 5.4. As expected, both �� and

�max in the narrow cutblock were low, ranging from 10

to 30% of their clearing values. Other features of

predicted sway in the cutblocks included:

1. The average displacement h�xi was small com-

pared with the maximum displacement, with

�xmax/h�xi � 20. This was larger than the value

of 10 measured by Stacey et al. (1994) in a wind

tunnel model forest. At our reference clearing

�xmax=h�xi � 5.

2. Relative to the clearing, �max was never reduced by

as much as was ��. This reflects the intermittent

nature of the cutblock winds, where the maximum

gust velocities are not reduced to the same frac-

tional extent as the reduction in U of �u.

Fig. 7. Predictions of the standard deviation of tree sway (��) and

maximum displacement (�max) of our characteristic tree at three

different reference clearing velocities (Uclr), plotted vs. x across the

wide cutblock (top) and narrow cutblock (bottom). Displacements

are scaled on U2
clr (the stiffness K/C0 has been absorbed in �). Also

shown (in level lines) are ��/U
2

clr and �max/U2
clr for that tree when

located in the reference clearing.
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3. The ratio �max/�� ranged from 5 to 10. It was

highest in the forest, lowest in the reference clear-

ing, and ranged from 6 to 8.5 in the cutblocks. This

ratio was predicted to increase slightly with

increasing Uclr.

We can infer from the tree model that a significant

amount of tree motion can be labelled as `resonant

sway.' In a `static' system the displacement is propor-

tional to the driving force, so that ��x/�u|u| � �xmax=
ujujmax � 1 (recall the stiffness K/C0 has been

absorbed in �). But as u|u| fluctuates, these ratios

can exceed one due to u|u| forcing near !n. We define

this additional motion as `resonant sway.' Our char-

acteristic tree exhibited resonant sway in the cut-

blocks, as ��x=�ujuj � �xmax=ujujmax ranged from

1.10 to 1.35. In other words, the interaction of the

turbulence with tree dynamics increased displace-

ments 10±35% over that expected from a static ana-

lysis of the wind.

Our predictions of resonant sway support the con-

clusion of Stacey et al. (1994), that the dynamic nature

of tree response results in greater maximum displace-

ment than if the response were static. However, the

increased sway that we diagnosed was less than that

calculated by Stacey et al. for model trees. They

calculated a doubling of the standard deviation of tree

displacement due to resonant sway, compared with our

increase of 10±35%. This was not unexpected given

that there were differences between our tree heights

(zt � h vs. zt � 0.5 h), and tree locations (full canopy

vs. cutblock). Our predictions of the magnitude of

resonant sway were also at odds with the suggestion

made by Blackburn et al. (1988). They suggested a

`dynamic load factor' (roughly equivalent to ��x/�u|u|

and �xmax=ujujmax) of half the `resonant load factor'

(the maximum value of |G|) be used to estimate tree

response to the wind. In our case (where the maximum

|G| was approximately 5), this would have resulted in

an overprediction of tree sway by roughly a factor of

two.

5.3. Sensitivity to � and !n

Given the `dynamic' response of trees to the turbu-

lent wind force, one expects � and !n to strongly

in¯uence the sway characteristic. This was certainly

true in terms of `absolute' sway predictions (Fig. 8).

When � was reduced 50%, �� in the cutblocks

increased by 17±23%, and �max increased by 5±

16%. When !n was reduced 50%, �� increased by

3±9%, although �max decreased by 8±24%.5 None-

theless, the relative sway (sway relative to that of an

identical tree sited in the clearing) was insensitive to �
and !n. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows the

ratios of �� and �max to their values in the reference

clearing. The insensitivity of these ratios to � and !n

can be traced to the similarity in the shape of Su|u| and

Sv|v| at the different locations (e.g. if !n is decreased,

the increase in wind `power' at frequencies near !n is

proportionally the same at all locations). While earlier

we documented differences in Su|u| with location,

these differences were clearly not signi®cant in terms

of sway response. From these predictions we conclude

Fig. 8. Predictions of the standard deviation of tree sway (��) and

the maximum displacement (�max), plotted vs. x across the wide

cutblock (top) and the narrow cutblock (bottom). Different lines are

for: a tree having the average damping coefficient (�) and natural

frequency (!n) we observed (denoted `Average'); a tree having �

reduced to 50% of the observed average (denoted `50% �'); and a

tree having !n reduced to 50% of the observed average (denoted

`50% !n'). Displacement are scaled on U2
clr, where � has been

scaled on C0/K. Also shown (in level lines) are ��/U
2
clr and �max/

U2
clr for these trees when located in the reference clearing.

5This was contrary to expectations that greater �max accompanies

greater ��. Apparently a lower !n results in a more `sluggish' tree,

less responsive to maximum u|u| events.
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that the effectiveness of a cutblock shelter in reducing

tree sway will not depend on the dynamical properties

of the remnant spruce.

5.4. Relationship of tree sway to simple wind

statistics

Our diagnoses of tree sway required a spectral

analysis of u and v time series, and a model of tree

motion. Is there a simpler means of determining tree

sway? The insensitivity of relative sway (sway relative

to an identical tree in the reference clearing) to tree

dynamics suggests that wind statistics alone may

provide a way to discriminating regions of high and

low tree sway. We believe �u|u| to be a good index of

relative sway, as we found it to be highly correlated

with predictions of both �� and �max. For example, the

ratio ��/�u|u| was relatively constant in the cutblocks

(1.56 � 0.22). The ratio �max/�u|u| was only slightly

more variable (11.4 � 2.8). If we were to change � and

!n, these ratios would change, but their values would

remain relatively constant with location.

As statistics of u|u| have not been reported in the

literature, it is useful to relate �u|u| to ordinary wind

velocity statistics of which we are more knowledge-

able. We found that �u|u| can be approximated by �u
2

(to within 4% at all locations), so that

�2
ujuj
�4

u

� �
2
u2

�4
u

� Ktu ÿ 1� 4
U

�u

� �2

�4
U

�u

� �
Sku ; (19)

where Ktu and Sku are the skewness and kurtosis of u.

If U, �s, Sku, and Ktu can be accurately estimated,

either by an educated guess, measurements, or by a

wind ¯ow model, then �u|u| can be estimated (and thus

by implication �� and �max).

With the expectation that Sk and Kt would be more

dif®cult to predict than U and �u, we calculated �u|u|

from just our observations of U and �u, assuming

Gaussian values of Sku � 0 and Ktu � 3. The result

was a 18±29% underestimation of �u|u| in the cut-

blocks. Using more realistic values of Sku � 1 and

Ktu � 4 (i.e. values around the average of those we

observed), the estimates of �u|u| improved to within

6% of the actual �u|u|. This leads us to conclude that

accurate estimates of variation in Sku and Ktu are not

very important in estimating �u|u|. We believe that

constant, non-Gaussian, values of Sku and Ktu can be

used with good accuracy to determine �u|u| via

Eq. (19)

6. Estimating shelter effectiveness

If windthrow is the result of tree sway exceeding a

critical value, then our sway predictions can be used to

quantify the effectiveness of sheltered cutblocks at

reducing windthrow of remnant spruce. Our approach

was to predict a threshold average wind velocity (Uw,)

measured in our large reference clearing; essentially a

weather station windspeed) which correlates with the

occurrence of windthrow in the cutblocks. Our

assumption was that an average velocity of 10 m sÿ1

causes windthrow of unprotected trees in our large

reference clearing (Dr. S. Navratil, 1994, Canadian

Forest Service, pers. commun.). Larger windspeeds

(Uw) ought to be needed to cause windthrow in the

cutblocks.

The pattern of Uw in the cutblocks is illustrated in

Fig. 10. In the wide cutblock Uw ranged from

25 m sÿ1 in the upwind portion of the cutblock, to

Fig. 9. Ratio of tree sway in cutblocks to the corresponding sway

in the reference clearing (for �� and �max). Different lines are for: a

tree having the average damping coefficient (�) and natural

frequency (!n) we observed (denoted `Average'); a tree having �

reduced to 50% of the observed average (denoted `50% �'); and a

tree having !n reduced to 50% of the observed average (denoted

`50% !n').
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13 m sÿ1 at the downwind edge. This means that

windthrow at the upwind edge of the cutblock would

require a weather station windspeed of 25 m sÿ1,

compared with the much lower 10 m sÿ1 needed in

our large clearing. Even the least protected zone of the

wide cutblock would require a 30% higher wind

velocity to cause windthrow than is needed in the

large clearing. The difference in Uw between x/h � 3.2

and 5.4 was slight, indicating that the most effective

windthrow protection occurs in the region x/h < 3. The

wind shelter in the narrow cutblock was impressive,

with Uw ranging from 30 m sÿ1 (upwind) to 19 m sÿ1

(downwind).

How signi®cant is the level of wind shelter in the

cutblocks? From an extreme value analysis of wind

gusts, we estimate that an average windspeed of

11 m sÿ1 is expected every 2 years at the Hotchkiss

site,6 a 13 m sÿ1 windspeed would occur every 5

years, while a windspeed of 15 m sÿ1 is expected only

every 20 years. This suggests that windthrow in the

narrow cutblock, or in the upwind portion of the wide

cutblock (where the critical Uw>15 m sÿ1), would

rarely occur.

Our map of windthrow velocity thresholds across

the cutblocks was based on the assumption that our

characteristic tree is mechanically identical at all

locations. However, we expect � to be higher in the

clearing because of increased aerodynamic damping

due to the higher winds it would experience, and C0

might differ because of differences in the shape of the

vertical wind pro®le at each location. Furthermore,

trees adapt to higher wind exposure, and the remnant

spruce in a large clearing would eventually differ from

those in a cutblock. Therefore our assignment of a Uw

would at best be valid only for a short time after

harvest ± however, it is this post-harvest period that is

critical for windthrow.

Given the uncertainty in our assumptions, and

bearing in mind the wide range of remnant tree-types

(with properties varying substantially from our `char-

acteristic' tree), the actual magnitude of our Uw values

must be viewed skeptically. However, we feel con-

®dent that the pattern exhibited in Fig. 10 exists, with

most effective shelter occurring within three tree

heights of the upwind forest.

7. Conclusions

Our diagnoses of tree sway con®rm what we specu-

lated in the ®rst paper of this series: that the most

effective windthrow shelter for remnant understory

spruce is within three tree heights of the upwind forest

± corresponding to the `quiet zone.' This result holds

irrespective of the dynamic parameters (!n and �) of

our characteristic tree, or strength of the ambient wind

velocity. We believe it has generality to other cutblock

dimensions and forest-types, since the wind regime in

our cutblocks was generally consistent with observa-

tions taken in a wide range of cutblocks/clearings (see

Flesch and Wilson, 1999). In designing shelterwood

harvest systems to reduce windthrow of remnant

understory spruce, we therefore suggest cutblocks

should not exceed three tree heights in width (at least

when cutblocks have an upwind forest border greater

than 2 h). While wind shelter should exist beyond this

distance, remnant trees so far from the upwind shelter

Fig. 10. Predictions of the threshold average wind velocity

measured in the open (Uw, essentially a weather station wind-

speed), which correlates with the occurrence of windthrow of

remnant spruce in the cutblocks. Our assumption was that a Uw of

10 m sÿ1 causes windthrow of unprotected trees in the open. Larger

wind velocities (Uw) are needed to cause windthrow in the

cutblocks.

6This was based on maximum wind gust statistics at nearby High

Level, Alberta (Flesch and Wilson, 1993).
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would not be dramatically more protected than if they

were exposed in a large clearing.

Our results cannot be used to predict the shelter

effectiveness of any possible shelterwood harvest

design. For example, our results tell us little about

the sensitivity of windthrow protection to the width of

the upwind forest border; and we cannot be sure that a

dramatically different forest structure, or different

topography, would uphold the features we observed.

We believe that a wind ¯ow model is the best avenue

for investigating the range of possible harvest designs.

We have shown that the wind statistics generated by a

typical ¯ow model (e.g. U and �u) can be used to

estimate �u|u|, which is a good predictor of tree sway

and therefore, we believe, windthrow potential. The

formulation of a wind ¯ow model appropriate to forest

cutblocks is reported in the ®nal paper of this series

(Wilson and Flesch, 1999).
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Appendix A

Propeller anemometers errors

Propeller anemometers have poor high frequency

response to wind ¯uctuations, and this results in errors

in velocity statistics. A 3-D sonic anemometer (CSAT-

3, Campbell Sci.) was temporarily co-located with a

Gill UVW propeller anemometer at x/h � 0.6 in the

narrow cutblock (z/h � 0.4), and the velocity statistics

of u|u| were compared (there was v interference with

the propellers in these cases, and we did not compare

v|v| statistics). The propeller observations were cor-

rected for cosine response using the algorithm of Horst

(1972). We focused on two 30 min periods where

U > |V|, and �u > 0.5 m. For simple wind force statis-

tics, the agreement between the two anemometers was

excellent. The magnitude of hu|u|i from the propeller

exceeded that from the sonic by only 3%, while �u|u|

from the propeller exceeded that from the sonic by

5%. We therefore concluded that the propellers gave

accurate estimates of hu|u|i and �u|u| (and we believe

accurate v|v| statistics).

Though we were satis®ed that the simple statistics

of u|u| and v|v| from the propellers were accurate, we

worried about errors in the power spectra Su|u|. We

were particularly concerned about underestimating

Su|u| near the !n of our characteristic remnant spruce

(0.4 Hz). A plot of Su|u|/�u|u| for one 30 min period,

when both the sonic and propeller anemometers were

operated simultaneously, shows that this underpredic-

tion did occur (Fig. 11). At !0 0.2 Hz the propellers

underestimated Su|u|. At ! � 1 Hz, Su|u| from the

propellers was about one-tenth of the sonic value.

We attempted to correct Su|u| (and Sv|v|) to give more

accurate estimates of the three sway properties.

We began by correcting the velocity power spectra

(Su), extending the spectrum along the expected ÿ5/3

`fall-off' at frequencies above 0.1 Hz (see Appendix

in Flesch and Wilson, 1999). This correction is ques-

tionable within the forest, where vegetation elements

may cause a `short-circuit' of the normal energy

cascade. We used the corrected Su spectra and recre-

ated the u time series for each measurement period

(assuming the phase lag 'u was without error ± we had

no theoretical basis to judge 'u accuracy). From this

`corrected' time series of u, we recalculated the u|u|

Fig. 11. Normalised power spectra of u|u| (Su|u|) versus frequency

(!) for a 30 min period during which there were simultaneous

observations from a 3-D propeller and sonic anemometer. Also

shown is the `corrected' propeller spectrum, where the u|u| time

series was corrected by applying a `ÿ5/3 fall-off' to the propeller

spectrum of u.
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series, and a `corrected' Su|u|. How well does this

correction work? Fig. 11 shows that for one 30 min

period, the corrected propeller Su|u| was in good

agreement with that from the sonic. The other periods

showed similar results. All the u|u| and v|v| series were

corrected in this manner.
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